We all make mistakes...

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRISABLE BOND

Don't miss your Waterloo at the typewriter—perfectly typed papers begin with Corrisable! You can rub out typing errors with just an ordinary pencil eraser. It's that simple to erase without a trace on Corrisable. Saves time, trouble, and money!

Your choice of Corrisable in light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin in handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet boxes. Only Eaton makes Corrisable.

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

EATON PAPER CORPORATION E PITTSTED. MASS.

Last week's "College World" reported that a head was found in a locked attic room in one of the buildings at Hamilton College. The origin of the head was a mystery. Suggestions ranged from fraternity pranks to murder. The most recent issue of Hamilton's newspaper, The Spectrum, contains a new theory.

The chairman of Hamilton's biology department recalls seeing the head while a student at Hamilton some years ago. The skull, however, was stolen from the science museum 23 years ago. The chairman suggests that the head was stolen from the museum as a fraternity stunt and was returned (presumably in 1958—the date of the newspapers used to wrap the head) when the fraternity had no further use for it. Officially, however, the origin of the head is still unknown. The skull is still undergoing examination at State Police Laboratories.

Irwin is Kidnapped

As far as fraternity stunts go, stealing heads from museums is rather old-fashioned. A serious sidelight at Hamilton is the use of IBM. Since the introduction for the first time last fall of the IBM 1401, the college had no further use for it. Officially, however, the origin of the head is still unknown. The skull is still undergoing examination at State Police Laboratories.
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